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Abstract
A 10 bit 15MhzAnalog-to-Digital converter (ADC) has been designed using
a novel three step conversion technique. Successive 4bit, 3bit, and 3bit flash
cycles are done for a complete conversion. Each flash cycle uses 15
comparators even though the second and third cycles require only seven
comparators. The eight extra comparators are used for 4LSB digital error
correction. Since, the ADC requires more than one clock cycle for a complete
conversion two parallel comparator banks are used to obtain the 15Mhz
conversion rate. A test chip has been designed with a 2 micron, double metal,
single polysilicon, nwell CMOS technology. The size is 10.0mm2 including the
pad area and 7.6mm2 without.
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Chapter - 1
Introduction
For most video frequency systems 8bits of ADC resolution is still widely
accepted. In general, the cost of the extra memory required in lObit systems
has created some inertia to keep the standard video resolution at 8bits. In
addition, advances in video processing techniques has made it possible to
increase the effective 8bit resolution by 30% or more by only converting the
active video information and stripping out the horizontal and vertical sync
signals. However, this may not be the case much longer, due mainly to the
increasing demand for HDTV. Even though the US HDTV standards are not
to be completed until 1993, several companies are anticipating the
specifications required of this evolvingADCmarket and are introducing lObit
designs capable ofconversion frequencies all the way up to 75Mhz [1, 2, 3].
The beginning of this lObit ADC evolution has been made possible mainly
because of the advances made in CMOS process technology and with the
emergence of the BiCMOS technologies. Since, the middle of the 1980's the
minimum feature size of the state-of-the-art production CMOS processes has
steadily declined from(2-3) micron to readily available (0.8-1.0) micron with
the trend continuing. Currently, submicron processes (both CMOS and
BiCMOS) (0.3-0.5) micron, are already reported to be yielding prototype
quantities ofSRAM and DRAM chip designs [4-5]. Projections have beenmade
that are based on past industry trends that predicts 0.15 micron processes will
be in use by the year 2000 [6]. Also, during the same period, the size ofwafer
diameters have increased from (2-3) inches to six inches. This represents an
increase in wafer area of (4-9)X. In fact, there is some talk in the industry to
move to eight inch and even 12 inch wafers. In addition, processes now provide
the added flexibility of commonly two and three metal interconnects and
multiple polysilicon layers (again up to 5 have been reported [7]) along with
multiple threshold transistors and precision integrated resistor and capacitor
elements. It is this combination of technology advances that has allowed the
design and fabrication of lObit ADCs.
The lObit video frequency ADC (VF10AD) that has been designed is based
on a three-step subranging conversion technique. This architecture was
developed in order to obtain a very small compact circuit that is suitable for
advanced ASIC and DSP design. It uses digital error correction with the
maximum correction capability to simplify the circuit design without
sacrificing any ADC area and power and uses pipelining to obtain the video
frequency conversion rate of 15Mhz.
Chapter - 2
Historical Review
Traditionally,monolithic video frequency (5 to 20MHz) ADCs have been by
necessity flash architecture converters [8]. A flash ADC requires 2n-l
comparators and 2n match resistors for n bits of resolution (Fig. 1). The 2n
resistors are connected in series betweenVrt andVrb. Each resistor tap point
corresponds to an output code. The comparators are placed along the resistor
ladder at each tap point and compare Vln to Vtap. The output of the
comparator bank is a thermometer code with a "1" to "0" transition indicating
the location ofVrN- A true flash ADC does not have a S/H resulting in a large
input capacitance and does the entire conversion in one clock cycle making
very high speed conversion possible [9]. As the resolution of a flash ADC is
increased from n= 8bits to n = 10bits, the comparator count, resistor count,
input capacitance, area and power increase 4X. Consequently, even with the
state of the art processes that are available, the flash architecture is not the
best approach for small, low cost lObit video frequencyADC design.
To overcome the drawbacks of the flash ADC, the two-step subranging
architecture was developed (Fig. 2) [10]. The major advantage of this
architecture was that only
2X(2n/2 1) comparators and 2n resistors were
required for n bits of resolution. For n= 10 this represents a 16X reduction in
the number of comparators, however, the resulting area and power savings
were obtained at the sacrifice of conversion speed. Depending on the exact
implementation there is atleast a 2X reduction in conversion speed because
multiple clock cycles were required to complete a conversion [11-14]. In
addition, the architecture by design requires a S/H with the benefit of
significantly reducing the input capacitance of the ADC making the external
drive circuits easier to design. A complete conversion with this type of ADC
architecture is done in two low resolution flash steps. The first step is the
coarse conversion it determines the MSBs while the second step is the fine
conversion and determines the LSBs. The conversion results from each step
are then combined to obtain the final higher resolution result. In the first step,
the MSB comparator bank, is connected to every 2n/2 tap of the resistor ladder
FIGURE -1. Conventional Flash ADC
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and compared to the sampled version ofVin. The coarse conversion result is
then decoded and used to select the LSB reference voltages by performing a
D/A operation. In the second step the LSB comparator bank is connected to the
2n/2-l resistor taps between the selected reference voltages and compared to the
same Vin.
The two-step subranging architecture relies on matching of better than
+ 1LSB between the coarse conversion step and the fine conversion step for all
code transitions to avoid large nonlinearities in the output transfer curve (Fig.
3a). If the mismatch is > 1LSB missing codes will begin to appear causing
the output to no longer be monotonic (Fig. 3b). The major error sources that
contribute to the mismatch are S/H droop during the hold time, difference in
offset of MSB and LSB comparator banks, MSB decoder offset, and resistor
ladder mismatching. The matching requirements double for each additional
bit of resolution, as a result, increasing the resolution from n= 8 bits to n= 10
bits corresponds to a 4X increase.
As the resolution and the linearity requirements of ADCs increased this
subranging architecture limitation was addressed by the technique of digital
error correction. The concept behind digital error correction is to compensate
for the mismatches and not eliminate or reduce them. This is done by
expanding the size of the LSB comparator bank so that it extends into the
adjacent fine subranges by an amount equal to themaximum ( ) offset that is
expected (one comparator for each LSB of offset). The results of the expanded
comparators are then used to adjust the coarse conversion result up or down
accordingly. For example, if after the fine conversion, the thermometer code
has a "1" to "0" transition in the expanded area above the selected fine
subrange the MSB result is increased by one code and then added to the fine
result (Fig. 3c). However, the main drawback of using digital error correction
for a two-step ADC is having to add the extra comparators. The maximum
correction range is obtained by using 2"y2 additional comparators. For n= 8
this corresponds to 16 additional comparators and for n = 10 the number
increases to 32. This represents an increase of 33% in the total number of
comparators required. Consequently, if the maximum correction range is
required by a two-step ADC then using only a digital error correction
techniquemaybe too expensive to implement due to the area required.
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For this reason, several new ADC circuit techniques were developed that
targeted the reduction or cancellation of comparator offset. Some of the ones
that have become "standard" in subranging ADC design are unified
autozeroing of comparators [10], differential comparator design, and a
recycling comparator scheme [11]. Unified comparator autozeroing is used to
cancel both the offset within the comparator and the offset caused a difference
in comparator offset between the MSB and LSB comparator banks. This is
done by doing a comparator autozero at the beginning of the conversion cycle
and then using the comparator for all conversion steps simply by switching in
different reference voltages, is done only once and then used by all conversion
steps. Differential comparator design reduces and cancels induced comparator
offset by taking samples of the reference voltages and analog input at the same
time. A recycling comparator scheme is similar to the unified comparator in
that the same comparator is used for all conversion steps but is different in
that the autozero is done once for each step. Recycling does not cancel
comparator offset as well as the unified comparator but, it allows for a faster
conversion cycles because of the the comparator can operate faster. This is
because the unified comparator is always in a high gain configuration after
autozero causing the recovery time after a compare to be larger. Some
comparator saturation elimination techniques have been used [13] to reduce
the comparator recovery time. All of these techniques, although they
effectively reduce the comparator offset, also reduce the maximum conversion
frequency even more because additional clock cycles are required to the
autozeroing and recycling, however, by implementing a unified or recycling
comparator scheme the minimum number of comparators can be reduced by
1/2 to 2n/2 1. For n= 8 this corresponds to 15 comparators and for n= 10, 31
comparators. This is a 50% reduction.
Finally, to increase the maximum conversion speed capable of subranging
ADCsmany now use parallel processing or pipelining [15]. The idea is to use
two or more comparator banks that are each processing a different analog
sample at the same time. Although, the number of comparators required for
the ADC is increased, the other functional blocks (resistor ladder, decoders,
output register, and clock generation) can all be shared with a minimal
8
amount of overhead. The tradeoff can be made between power and speed
depending on the circuit requirements.
To summarize, the flash ADC architecture is not appropriate for low cost
lObit video frequency convertors because of the number of comparators
required. The two-step subranging ADC architecture evolved mainly as a
vehicle to reduce the number of comparators by up to 16X, however, the basic
circuit performance is limited by the matching between the conversion steps.
For this reason, the digital error correction technique was developed. It
however, is too costlywhen implemented withmaximum correction capability,
which is more than likely needed at lObit resolution. For lObits this
represents 32 additional comparators. As a result, new offset cancelling
techniques emerged that reduce the impact ofdigital error correction but, they
also reduce the maximum because of the additional clock cycle overhead.
Finally, to increase the conversion speed parallel processing or pipelining is
used at the penalty of atleast 2X number of comparators but with minimal
additional silicon overhead. Many different ADC architectures continue to be
reported that are based on the concepts that have been discussed, however,
none use themaximum digital error correction capability due to the number of
comparators required. The VF10AD test chip that has been designed is one of
these architectures, however, the algorithm it uses employs maximum digital
error correction capability without the penalty of the additional comparators.
This is done by using a three step conversion scheme of 4,3, and 3bit steps
instead of two. The details ofwhich follow.
Chapter - 3
VF10AD Operation
The VF10AD (Fig. 4) will convert all analog input voltages (Vin) that are
within the conversion limits (Vrt- and VrbO established by the external
reference voltages, Vrt and Vrm. Any Vin that is beyond these () is
considered out-of-range and the digital outputword (D9-D0) will remain at full
scale (ie. all l's ifVin>Vrt' or all O's ifVin<Vrb*). IfVin is withinVrt' and
Vrb' the ADC will convert it to an equivalent lObit digital output word in
three subranging conversion steps (Fig. 5). The first subranging step, or
COARSE conversion, determines the four MSBs, D9-D6. The second
subranging step, or the MIDDLE conversion, determines D5-D3. The third
and final subranging step, or FINE conversion, determines the three LSBs,
D2-D0. In order to increase the conversion rate, VF10AD, has two parallel
ADCs, AD1 and AD2, operating in a pipelined manner. However, the only
circuits that are actually duplicated are the comparator and pre-encoder. This
is possible because of the way the conversion cycles for each ADC are pipelined
(Fig. 6).
A conversion cycle for either AD1 or AD2 begins with the comparators
sampling Vinsi and the coarse reference voltages, Vrc(i_i5), simultaneously.
The differential voltage (ViNSl-Vrc(l-15)) is amplified and the coarse
conversion is achieved (Table 1). The conversion results are pre-encoded to
generate the control signals which select the conversion limits for the middle
conversion, SUB Vrh and SUB Vrl, (Table 4) and are alsomultiplexed into
the coarse deskewing logic. Next, the subrange reference generator generates
15 reference voltages, Vrm(i-i5), between SUB_Vrh and SUB_Vrl. These
voltages along with VinS2 are again sampled simultaneously by the same
ADC comparator that was used for the coarse conversion. The differential
voltage (ViNS2-Vrm(l-15)) is then amplified and the middle conversion is
achieved (Table 5). The middle conversion is pre-encoded to generate the
control signals that select the fine reference voltages, Vrf(i-i5) (Table 8), and
are also multiplexed into the middle deskewing logic. Since, the middle
conversion is a 3bit operation, only seven reference voltages are required. The
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eight extra voltages are used for digital error detection and correction. The
middle conversion can correct for up to 128mV (equal to4LSB @6bits
resolution) of offset relative to the coarse conversion. In the third and final
conversion step Vrf(i-i5) and VinS2 are sampled simultaneously by the same
comparator used for the coarse andmiddle conversions, the differential voltage
(ViNS2-Vrf(i-i5)) amplified, and the fine conversion achieved (Table 9). The
fine conversion (like the middle) is also a 3bit operation and once again the
extra reference voltages are used for digital error detection and correction.
The fine conversion can correct for up to 8mV (equal to 4LSB @10bits
resolution) of offset relative to the middle conversion. The fine conversion
results are pre-encoded and multiplexed into the fine deskewing logic. After
the deskewing logic digital error correction and binary decoding are done and
the digital output word, D9-D0, is transferred to the output registerand the
conversion complete.
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Chapter - 4
VF10AD Circuit Description
A. SIH NETWORK
This section consists of three unity gain buffers, UG1-UG3, and two S/H
circuits (Fig. 7). The analog input voltage, Vin, is buffered by UG1, then
sampled by SI and held on Cl, buffered byUG2, sampled by S2 and held on C2,
and finally buffered again by UG3. The output voltage of UG2, Vinsi, is
connected to the coarse sampling input of the AD1 and AD2 comparators. The
output voltage of UG3, VinS2, is connected to both the middle and fine
sampling inputs of the AD1 and AD2 comparators. UG1-UG3 are two stage
opamps connected in the unity gain configuration. The S/H circuits (S1,C1
and S2,C2) are connected in series in order to take advantage of the error
correction circuit between the coarse and middle conversion steps and reduce
the matching requirements ofVinsi and VinS2- The switches, SI and S2, use
dummy switches to reduce the sample to hold step in Vinsi and VinS2- This
minimizes the offset betweenVinsi and VinS2 and allows both the middle and
fine conversions to sample VinS2- The hold capacitors, Cl and C2, are really
two capacitors of half value on each side of the sample switches. This allows
the channel charge to divide equally between the source and the drain of the
sample switchesminimizing the variability of the S/H step ofVinsi andVinS2-
B. VREF GENERATOR
This section consists of 18 resistors (Rc(l-18))> two unity gain buffers (UG4
andUG5), and 32 nmos switches (Fig. 8). The resistors are connected between
the external reference voltages, Vrt and Vrb, to generate the coarse
conversion reference voltages, Vrc(i-i5), and middle conversion's limits
SUB Vrh and SUB Vr_. Vrb is connected to the bottom of the first resistor
and Vrt connected to the top of the 18th resistor. The center tap of the
generator can be connected to a voltage equal to (Vrt-Vrb)/2+Vrb if it is
necessary to reduce integral nonlinearity (INL). Vrc(i-i5) are obtained by
tapping the generator between at Rc(i) and Rc(i+ 1) where i= 1-15. SUB_Vrh
is obtained from a 16 to 1 multiplex ofVrc(i), where i = 2-17 andSUB_Vrl from
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a 16 to 1 multiplex ofVrc(i), where i = (-l)-14. SUB_Vrh and SUB_Vrl are
buffered byUG4 and UG5 so that the SUB_VREFGENERATOR does not load
the VREF GENERATOR. The pre-encoded coarse conversion result is used as
the muxxing control signals to the 32 switches (Table 4). UG4 and UG5 are
two stage opamps with an output stage connected in the unity gain
configuration.
C SUB_VREF GENERATOR
This section consists of 192 resistors (4_ each) Rm(1-192) and 16 banks of 15
nmos switches (Fig. 9). The resistors are connected between SUB Vrh and
SUB Vrl from the vref generator and generates the middle and fine
conversion's reference voltages, Vrm(i-i5) andVrf(i-i5). SUB Vrl is connected
to the bottom of the first resistor, Rmi, while SUB Vrh is connected to the top
resistor Rmi92- A constant but adjustable current, IsuB, is pulled from from
the resistor ladder at SUB Vrl so that the offset of UG5 is equal to that of
UG4. IsuB is nominally set equal to 2XIsuBVREF> however, it can be adjusted
up or down in order to match the offsets of UG4 and UG5. Vrm(i_i5) are
obtained by tapping the voltage divider between Rm(32+ 8D and Rm(33 + 8_)>
where i = 1-15. Vrf(i-i5) are selected by exercising 1 of 16 banks of switches
that are connected to the generator between Rm29 and Rmi63- If
Vrm(i)<ViN<=Vrm(i+ i) then, Vrf(j) =RM(28+8i+i), where i = 1-15 andj = 1-15.
The pre-encoded middle conversion results are used as the muxxing control
signals to select the correct switch bank (Table 5).
D. COMPARATOR
The VF10AD has a total of only 30 comparators (CMP). This compares to
1023 that are required for a full flash ADC and 126 for a two step half flash or
subrangingADC. Each CMP is a recycling (ie. the same comparator is used for
all conversion steps) differential circuit consisting of a sampling stage, a
positive feedback gain stage, and a latching circuit (Fig. 10). The CMPs are
reset (ie. offset is cancelled) each conversion step by sampling Vin and a
reference voltage simultaneously (Vrc, Vrm, or Vrf), storing the values on the
input gates of the gain stage while it is in a low gain condition. The
comparison is made by enabling the positive feedback and amplifying the
difference between the two input voltages. IfVin >(Vrc, Vrm, orVrf) the CMP
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FIGURE -10. AD1 and AD2 Comparator
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outputs a digital "1". If Vin < (Vrc, Vrm, or Vrf) the output is a "0". The
comparator output is then stored in the latch circuit while the CMP is reset for
the next conversion step.
The CMPs are divided into two parallel banks of 15 CMPs each. One bank
is for AD1 and the other for AD2. The output vector from each comparator
bank is a thermometer code. That is, for every CMP with Vr(C)m, or f) > = Vin
the output is "1" while all others are "0". AD1 and AD2 share the same vref
and sub-vrefgenerators, deskewing logic, binary encoder, error correction, and
output register. They, however, require separate pre-encoders because of the
way the coarse and fine conversion cycles overlap. The CMP arrays for the
middle and fine conversions have been expanded from seven to 15. The extra
CMPs are used for digital error correction. The CMP banks for AD1 and AD2
are also integrated in the layout in order tominimize their contribution to any
offset between AD1 and AD2.
E. COMPARATOR PRE-ENCODER
The comparator pre-encoder consists of 32 nor gates that are divided into
two banks of 16 each (Fig. 11). One bank is for AD1 and the other for AD2.
The encoder banks detect the "l-to-0" crossing in the thermometer code of the
driving CMP bank for each step of the conversion cycle. The encoder output is
converted into a bubble vector of all "0"s and a single "1" corresponding to the
"l-to-0"
crossing (Table 10). The encoding is done by comparing the results of
theNth and the (N-1) CMPs. IfCMP(N-l) = "1" and CMP(N)= "0" the encoder
outputs a "1", otherwise the output is a "0". The outputs of the encoder banks
are thenmultiplexed into the deskewing logic coarse,middle, or fine.
F. DESKEWING LOGIC
The purpose of the deskewing logic is to provide a digital delay in the data
path ofeach conversion step so that the complete conversion is processed by the
digital error correction and binary encoder circuits at the same time. This
circuit consists entirely of clocked D flip flops. The coarse deskewing logic is
three registerswide, themiddle two and the fine one (Fig.'s 12, 13 and 14).
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FIGURE -12. Fine Conversion - Deskewing Logic, Digital ECC, Binary Encoder
JO-DO"
22
13. Middle ConverSJOn - Deskewing Logic, Digital ECC, Binary Encoder
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FIGURE -14. Coarse Conversion Deskew ing Logic, Digital ECC, Binary Encoder
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G. DIGITAL ERROR CORRECTION
The VF10AD uses digital error correction to correct for some of the ADC
nonidealities. This circuit corrects for the offset voltages that will exist
between the coarse and middle conversion steps and between the middle and
fine conversion steps. This is done by expanding the number ofCMPs used by
the middle and fine conversions from the seven required for a 3bit conversion
to 15. The eight extra CMPs expand into the adjacent middle and fine
conversion ranges by four CMPs. If an error condition occurs the CMP
thermometer code will have a "l-to-0" transition somewhere in this expanded
area. There are two possible error conditions, over-range and under-range.
Over-range is the condition when the present conversion step (middle or fine)
determines that Vin is above the conversion range that was selected by the
previous conversion step (coarse ormiddle). Under-range is the exact opposite.
After the conversion cycle is complete the out-of-range bits from the fine
conversion, UF and OF, "ripple" back to the middle conversion. The middle
conversion is then adjusted up or down if necessary depending on whether an
over-range (OF = 1, Table 6) or an under-range (UF = 1, Table 7) condition has
occurred. The middle conversion out-of-range bits, UM and OM, are then set
or reset and transferred to the coarse conversion. The coarse conversion
results are then also adjusted accordingly (Table 2 and 3) and the out-of-range
bits, UFLOW and OFLOW are set or reset. If the coarse over-range bit is set
(OFLOW= 1) then an overflow condition was detected (ie. Vln>VrtO or if the
under-range bit is set (UFLOW= 1) an underflow condition was detected (ie.
Vin<Vrb').
H. BINARY ENCODING and OUTPUTREGISTER
The binary encoder converts the digital error corrected data to a binary
coding using nine eight input nand gates (Fig.'s 12, 13 and 14). If the overflow
bit is set, OFLOW= 1, the encoder sets the digital word to full scale of al "l"s.
If the underflow bit is set, UFLOW = 1, the digital word is reset to full scale of
all "0"s. The digital output register is a bank of 10 one bit latch circuits with a
tristateable CMOS level output driver.
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Chapter - 5
Experimental Results
The prototype lObit video frequency ADC, VF10AD, that has been
described was implemented using a single polysilicon, double metal, nwell,
2.0um CMOS process. The die size is approximately 10.0mm2 including the
pad I/O and 7.6mm2 without it. It dissipates around 410mW at 7.5MHz from a
single 5V supply. A photo of the die is shown in Figure 15. The ADC contains
approximately 4000 transistors.
During testing and debug the VF10AD was found to have typical
performance curves as is shown in Figures 16 and 17. Only 7bits of the lObits
were found to be fully functioning over the entire analog input range, however,
all lObits were found to be functioning for the lower l/16th of the same
conversion range. Outside of this range, the lower three LSBs are stuck in the
"011"
overrange condition. It was discovered that SUB Vrh and SUB Vrl
were being incorrectly updated during the fine conversion cycle sample
operation, causing the lowest sub reference section to be sampled every
conversion cycle resulting in an over-range condition. Chip level simulations
confirm this (Fig. 18). The conversion speed of the VF10AD is being limited to
7.5MHz because there is a slew rate difference at the output ofUG4 and UG5
(from SUB VREF Generator) that is causing a gain error to exist between the
coarse and middle conversions as the rate is increased above 7.5MHz resulting
in missing codes. The cause of the slew difference is the additional loading
(approximately lOpF) on SUB Vrl due to the IsUB probe. If IsuB was not
required, the conversion rate would be limited to approximately 10MHz still
less than the goal of 15MHz. This is because the slew rate of UG4 was
measured to be 0.8V/ns about 25% less than the lV/ns (UG5 is worse due to
ISUB) that is required for 15MHz operation. Also, the S/H step ofVinS2 was
found to vary from 5mV to +8mV over the analog input range. This is on
the edge of themiddle to fine conversion correction range and will likely result
in nonlinearities at the lObit level but at the 7bit level it is not a factor because
one LSB is equal to 16mV. The DC characteristics ofUG(l-5) were measured
and found to have a gain of 0.999X and an offset of < lmV over the analog
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FIGURE -18. Simulation Result Showing Improper SUB_VREF Selection
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input range of (0.5-3.0)V within the lObit requirements. In addition, the
linearity of the reference generators resistors were measured to match better
than lmV or 1/2 LSB. The additional INL of 1/4LSB is a result of the
settling time differences along the SUB_VREF resistor ladder. A summary of
the VF10AD test results is shown below in Table 11.
TABLE - 11. VF10AD Initial Design Test Results
PARAMETER DESIGN GOAL TEST CHIP
Resolution 10b 7b
Conversion Rate 15Mhz 7.5Mhz
Power Dissipation 500mW 410mW
INL 0.5LSB 1.1 OLSB
DNL + 0.5LSB 0.75LSB
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Chapter - 6
Conclusion
Even though the VF10AD did not function 100% as was intended the
experimental results that were able to be obtained confirm the feasibility of
the conversion technique, however, there are some design improvements that
should bemade. First, the magnitude of the S/H step has to be reduced so that
it does not use the entire fine to middle conversion correction range. The best
method to accomplish this is to use a differential sampling circuit like in
Figure 19. Themajor advantage of this circuit is that the S/H step is virtually
eliminated by making it a common mode signal. There will be some residual
left due to the finite common mode gain of the opamp and small differences in
the hold step of the sample switches. Second, the IsuB loading affect should be
removed. This could be done using IsuB to bias an on-chip current source that
would provide the pull down for the SUB VREF generator as shown in Figure
20. Third, the power of the reference ladder has to be optimized for 15MHz
operation to reduce the power dissipation. It presently, dissipates 60mW of
power, an over design.
The 15Mhz conversion speed will be obtainable by increasing the
bandwidth of UG(l-5) and eliminating the extra SUB Vrl loading due to
ISUB- The bandwidth increase could be easily done by doing a redesign at
submicron design rules instead of the 2 micron rules used or by using the brute
force approach of using more power (not the desired path). Also, based on the
laddermeasurements the INL of the VF10AD is not expected to be < 1/2LSB,
however, if the quarter tap points of the reference generator are made external
or if amethod ofselfcalibration was used 1/2 LSBmay be possible.
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FIGURE -19. Differential S/H Circuit
VIN
When Sampling :
S1 and S2 are closed
VOUT = VIN + uoff
When Holding :
S1 and S2 are open
VOUT = VIN + vofr+ vholdsl - vholdS2 = VIN + voff
VOUT
FIGURE -20. Reference CurrentGenerator for ISUB
SUBVRL
ISUB
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Chapter - 7
Follow-Up Study
Since, the VF10AD measurements were taken the entire circuit was
simulated using VALID's AWB. Simulations confirmed the clocking bug that
was discovered and were then used to implement timing revisions to eliminate
the bug (Fig.'s 21 and 22). The chip was resubmitted for fabrication with only
the timing change.
The follow-up iteration has now been tested. The results are very
encouraging and confirm the concerns mentioned previously. All lObits are
now functional as is shown in Figures 23 and 24, however, there are missing
codes at lObits resolution (indicated by a DNL > 1.0LSB). There are
however nomissing codes at 9bits and less resolution. Typical DNL curves are
shown in Figure 25 for (7-9)bits of resolution. A summary of the followup test
results is given in Table 12. The maximum conversion frequency is less than
previously reported because of the increased resolution. This is, however, not
considered a architecture problem, only a circuit design speed issue.
TABLE 12. VF10AD Follow-Up Design Test Results
PARAMETER DESIGN GOAL TEST CHIP
Resolution 10b 9b
Conversion Rate 15Mhz 6.0Mhz
Power Dissipation 500mW 410mW
DNL 0.5LSB + 2.4, - 0.98LSB
A third iteration is planned that incorporates the design improvements
previously discussed. It is expected that with these changes the VF10AD will
approach the design goals that were established.
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FIGURE -21. Simulation Result Showing Proper SUB_Vref Operation
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FIGURE -23. Reconstructed Sine Wave of Follow-Up @ 6.2MHz and lObits
FIGURE -24. Reconstructed Ramp of Follow-Up @ 6.2MHz and lObits
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FIGURE -25. Typical DNL Curves for Follow-up Design @ 7.8 & 9bits
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